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I am glad to place the Annual Report of “Sewa Jyoti” for the year 2018-19  

in your hands. This document is an exposure of efforts made by our 
organization during the last one year.  

 
This annual report is intended to be a very candid document for the 

concerned citizenry to know how we are faring in our endeavors: how we 
plan and operate. Needless to say, we have unfailingly clung to values like 

integrity and transparency.  

 
For the last 24 years, R R Morarka Charitable Trust is working in areas like 

health, education, women’s empowerment, agricultural development, 
training, forestation and infrastructure development. Other activities include 

awareness campaigns on socio-economic issues, efforts to preserve cultural 
heritage and steps to popularize local arts and crafts. Like in the past, the 

year 2018-19 was an equally eventful and constructive year. We were 
successful in further expanding the scope and magnitude of our work and 

reaching out to more people.  
 

I congratulate the staff of RR Morarka Charitable Trust (Sewa Jyoti) and 
members of the community who have played an important role in the 

success of our programmes and efforts. I am happy to see that the 
organization has been able to touch the lives of many sections of the 

society, especially the weaker ones including the elderly, women, the ill, 

children, the poor and people affected by natural calamities and tragedies.  
 

As I present this chronicle of our activities and accomplishments, I would 
like to thank everyone who has directly or indirectly contributed to the work 

and growth of this organization, and they include the donor agencies and the 
administration.  

 
          

 
 

 
Gautam R Morarka  

 
 

         Managing Trustee 
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Shekhawati region of Rajasthan, where the RR Morarka Charitable Trust 
operates, is industrially and agriculturally in a disadvantageous position as it 

is a desert region. Not only has Shekhawati been at the receiving end of the 
nature’s furies, it has generally remained neglected by the process of 

development as well.  
 

Villages of the area lack basic facilities like education and healthcare apart 

from a serious lack of employment opportunities. If any social organization is 
genuinely committed to development, social service and welfare of people, it 

will find Shekhawati to be the most appropriate area to concentrate its 
activities in.  

 

RR Morarka Charitable Trust’s interest in Jhunjhunu also emanates from the 

fact that it is one of the lesser developed districts of Rajasthan. While it has 

sex ratio of 1000/950, literacy rate is about 74.72%. Availability of health 

facilities is much less than can be considered satisfactory. Nawalgarh, where 

the trust’s project office operates from, is about 140 KM far from the state 

capital, Jaipur. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction of the Organization 

 

RR Morarka Charitable Trust, also known as Sewa Jyoti, was founded with a 
strong resolve to work for national development and service of the society. 

Established in 1995, is a registered organization under the Trust Act. It is a 
social organization mostly active in Jhunjhunu district of Rajasthan, although 

it also conducts regular activities in Bijnor district of Uttar Pradesh.  

 
Objective behind the organization to help in nation building and helping the 

needy and poor in areas which are largely underdeveloped.  
For more than a decade, the trust has been working for the welfare of the 

under-privileged sections of the society, and is actively contributing to local 
development. Apart from being active in Bijnor district of Uttar Pradesh, The 

trust has made Jhunjhunu district of Rajasthan the centre of its core 
activities. While cities like Jhunjhunu and Nawalgarh have seen significant 

amount of infrastructural development carried out by RR Morarka Charitable 
Trust (also known as Sewa Jyoti), the villages of the area have also 

benefitted from its activities, especially in the fields of agriculture, 
healthcare, education, job oriented training and financial awareness.  

 
R. R. Morarka Charitable Trust has taken an initiative to address local 

problems and issues, sometimes on its own and the sometimes in 

cooperation with government organizations and departments. In the 
process, the trust has networked with a number of organizations, both 

central and provincial, including NABARD,  CAPART, and state Govt. NSDC, 
Agriculture Department, Jhunjhunu Kendriya Sahakari Bank Ltd. Jhunjhunu, 

Center for health and Social Justice. It has played an objective role in 
assisting these organizations to reach the people at the grassroots level.  

 

Among the major contributions of the trust is construction of a large, two-

story building of Radheshyam Morarka Govt. PG College in Jhunjhunu. The 

trust is in process to construct another such building in Nawalgarh, for the 



local Govt College. Another notable contribution from the trust is the bus 

terminal built in Nawalgarh, in the memory of Late Sh. Radheshyam Ji 

Morarka. 

The trust also helps to manage the CSR projects undertaken by Dwarikesh 
Sugar Industries Limited in Bijnor district of Uttar Pradesh.  

At the local level the trust operates from its project office at 22, Station 

Road, Nawalgarh, Dist. Jhunjhunu, Rajasthan, while its registered office is at 

511, Maker Chambers V, 221, Nariman Point, Mumbai- 400021. 

 

 

 

 

 

Organization Vision  

A society based on legitimate rights, equity, justice, honesty, social 

sensitivity and a culture of service in which all are self reliant. 

RR Morarka Charitable Trust's focus and sole reason for existence is the 

child, especially the girl child, street child and disabled child. the family of 

the child is the medium through which the development takes place. 

Organization and sensitization of the community is the approach through 

which empowerment, capacity building and social transformation are 

attempted. 

Mission 

We at RR Morarka Charitable Trust commit our self-  

To identify and work alongside the economically and socially deprived, the 

physically and mentally challenged-starting with children, so that they 

become educated, skilled and aware.   

Enable them to be self- reliant and enjoy a healthy, dignified and sustainable 

quality of life.  

And to that end, act as a resource to and collaborate with other agencies – 

governmental and nongovernmental, as well as suitably intervene in policy 

formulation.  

Objectives 



1. To grants, donations and other kind of financial assistance to  Schools, 

Colleges and educational institutions, training centers and societies/ 

associations/ institutions founded for the cause of education and 

training. 

2. To establish, manage and run schools, colleges, training institutes, 

Patshalas to impart education and training in the different fields of 

education. 

3. To grant loan/scholarship to needy and or/deserving students in 

pursuing their career. 

4.  To make pecuniary grants by way of donations, prizes, stipend, 

allowances, subscriptions, fees, guarantee or otherwise for the benefits 

of the students, scholars, researchers pundits vidwans, etc. 

5. To establish, promote and maintain library, reading rooms, lecture 

halls, auditorium, educational and research institutions and premises 

for the promotion, instructions, propagation, diffusion and preservation 

of knowledge in general and in science, Literature, Fine arts, 

Philosophy, Culture, research in various fields of education and training 

for the welfare of  and utility to the general public. 

6. To organize and hold lectures, seminars, conferences, workshops and 

other media of propagation for the promotion, instruction, diffusion and 

preservation of knowledge in general and in various specialized fields of 

education and training. 

7. To print, publish, aid, buy and distribute free of cost or sell at 

concessional rates such literature, journals, periodicals, books etc. as 

may be thought subservient to the objections of the Trust. 

8. To grant donations and other kinds of financial assistance to hospitals, 

clinics, dispensaries, maternity houses and other institutions for 

affording treatments, cure, rest recuperation, and other advantages in 

the way of alleviating the sufferings of humanity. 

9. To establish, manage and run hospitals, dispensaries, clinics, in 

Allopathic/Ayurvedic, Homeopathic, and Natural cure or in other 

recognized methods/fields for providing relief from sufferings of 

humanity 

10. To establish, promote and maintain medical aid facilities such as 

dispensaries, medical camps in rural and urban areas. 

11. To grant donations or other kind of financial assistance to  
❖ Persons requiring medical aid.  
❖ Person who are poor, indigent, economically vulnerable or 

destitute and in particular such those who are aged, widows and 

young in age.  
❖  Persons in distress caused by the element of nature and to 

extend assistance to societies/associations/institutions engaged 
in the relief of such persons.  



12.  To foster, propagate, maintain and develop the greatness of ancient 

traditional Indian art, music and culture, monument, archaeological 

interest of historical values and also to donate/contribute for the 

fulfillment of the said objects. 

13. The advancement of any other object of general public utility and 

which is not restricted to or for the benefit of any particular religious 

community or casts and which does not involve the carrying on of any 

activity for profit. 

14. The establishment and conduct of the Oriental High Schools and 

colleges and institutions offering more particularly instruction and 

research  in Vedas, Nyasa, Vyakarana, Mimamsa, Agamas and other 

Sastras, Kavyas, Srowthas, Vedantha philosophy  and such other 

philosophical studies.  

15. Providing academics background for persons to serve pundits, 

Vidwans, Scholars and such others. 

16. Grant of financial aids, donations, stipends to persons engaged in 

promotion, propagation, pursuit and study of Vedas, Sastras and allied 

ancient and modern subjects. 

17. To organize specific programme, scheme for suitably organizing, 

developing and carrying out the whole or any of the above said objects 

particularly in the rural areas, among the illiterates, economically poor 

people, destitute war refugees etc.  

18. Other charitable purposes as are permissible under the provisions of 

Bombay Public Trust Act 1950 or any statutory modification or re-

enactments thereof for the time being in force.  

19. To work in conjunction and association with other allied organization 

shaving similar objects. 

20. To do such other things which are  in the opinion of the Trustee and in 

their discretion relevant protect the proper growth and propagation  of 

our traditional art, culture, education, philosophy, archeological 

interests and to further the objects of the Trust mentioned above.  

21. To accept and receive property , funds and assets from other Trust/ 

Societies/Institutions having similar objects by virtue of their 

merger/dissolution or winding up.    

22. To do all such other things as may be necessary, incidental, conducive 

or convenient or winding up. 

23.  To organize and hold lectures, seminars,  conferences, workshop and 

other mode of propagation for promotion, instruction, diffusion and 

preservation of knowledge related to financial literacy , investment 

awareness either solely or in coordination with NGOs, NABARD and 

employment consumer and investors awareness forums, other 

institution with intention to bring financial literacy in backward  and low 

literacy rate region.  



24. To establish, maintain or grant aids to homes for aged, orphanages or 

other establishment for the relief and help to poor, needy and destitute 

people, orphan, widow and aged persons  

25. To establish and develop institution for physically handicapped and 

disabled or mentally retarded persons and to provide them education, 

food, clothing and other helps.  

26. To grant relief and assistance to the needy victim during natural 

calamities such as famine, earthquake, flood, fire, pestilence etc. and 

to give donations and other assistance to institutions, establishments or 

persons engaged in such relief work. 

27. To construct, repair and manage the bus terminal to bring safety 

awareness in travelling, vehicle driving in coordination with traffic 

authorities and other bodies. 

28. To establish, promote, set up, run, maintain, assist, residential training 

and vocational centers separately for adult girls and boys with mentally 

and multiply challenged and mentally ill persons. 

29.  To establish, maintain, setup and run full fledge research and 

development center to facilitate the primary objective of rehabilitation 

of mentally and multiply challenged adult boys and girls. 

30. Train the mentally and multiply   challenged children in such a way so 

as to assimilate then in the main stream of the society. 

31. To establish, maintain, setup and run full fledge research and 

development center to facilitate the farmers and cultivators growing 

sugar cane and other crops. 

32.  To promote structural developments and employment generation in 

the rural area and to run MENEREGA or any other scheme to augment 

the growth of country side area and to generate employment 

opportunity.  

33. To cooperate and amalgamate the Trusts created by these present or 

any portion thereof with any trust or institution having allied and or 

similar objects upon such term as they may in their absolute discretion 

think fit. 

34. The carry out all activities and pursue all such objects mentioned in 

Corporate Social Responsibilities arena under section 135 of the 

companies Act 2013 read with relevant rules  in this regards and 

Schedule –VII of  the said Act from time to time.  

35. To disseminate, distribute, spread and provide brochure, pamphlet, 

books cliché, any other form of literature to farmers to educate them 

on cultivation of crops and inter alia include the activities pertaining to 

rural development, exploration and patronage on latest agriculture 

technology like sprinkle irrigation, drip irrigation, green house 

development, nursery development, farmers club, Self Help Group 

formation, employment training, dairy development and allied matters. 



36. To carry out all activities to achieve the objective of educational, 

poverty alleviation , providing medical relief  and charitable nature 

37. To carry out one or more or all the activities listed in the Trust Deed 

not being confined to any area, race, sect, religion or class of people 

anywhere in India. No activities of the trust will be carried out outside 

India. 

38. To carry out all activities to the objective of youths, 

adolescents/women empowerment, protection and advocacy for their 

health and right and leadership skill building, life skill, vocational 

training, art and craft, wage earning, marketing skill etc. to be the 

leader of tomorrow.       

39. To provide opportunities to most vulnerable women of vulnerable 

section of the community focusing from Dalits and minorities for their 

social and economic empowerment so as to in the process of decision –

making and governance.  

40. To establish, maintain, set up, rum fully fledged research and 

awareness center to facilitate the primary objectives of  road safety  

41. To establish, maintain, set up, rum fully fledged research and 

awareness center to facilitate the primary objectives of environment 

development, forest and climate change, health and safety. 

42. To carry out the activities to fulfill the objective of community 

development. 

43.  To carry out the activities to fulfill the objective of health, sanitation 

and water management.  

44. To promote, train, built capacity and strengthen the micro credit units, 

Self Help Groups, village committees, community based organizations 

and local self governance to conduct, organize and participate in the 

sustainable development activities. 

45. To procure/provide financial assistance /loan to small and marginal 

farmers, landless laborer, bonded laborers, artisans and craftsman in 

starting/setting/maintain/promoting micro enterprises, small scale units 

and other allied activities to sustain their livelihoods. 

46. To promote and organize cultural activities and function, festival and 

seminars and workshops on social justice, educational and economic 

upliftment to raise awareness and legal demands and fundamental 

rights provided by the "Constitution of India". 

47. To disseminate the information and awareness to the masses to 

prevent and stop female feticide. 

48. To carry out the activities to fulfill the objective of millennium 

development goal.  

49. To fight against exploitation, injustice and corruption if found against 

any individual, classes community in the society.  



50. To promotion of Hindi language and educate the people for adoption of 

the good norms of a good citizenship and to inculcate into the people's 

mind, ideas of national unity. 

51. To work for uplifting the status of women in the society. To work 

against female circumcision and to fight against the victimization of 

girl/women by anybody in the society on female circumcision or any 

other related issues. 

52. To organize forums, seminars, camps etc for spreading good living 

habits, moral values,  

53. To arrange training programs programmes and development necessary 

material for capacity building   of Government and non government 

agencies and its employees and to monitor and evaluate various 

projects. 

54. To establish Animal husbandry and agriculture  based cooperative  

Production Training Centers which are economically self reliant  and 

help the society for reducing the dependence on outside help ( 

Governmental as well as non Governmental)   for developmental work 

and work for animal husbandry, animal medical care , and animal right 

and  to implement projects on development of fisheries.  

 

Our Beliefs 

 

Creation of a progressive society if they are appropriately helped guided and 

encouraged by means of education and training programmes.  

 

R R Morarka Charitable Trust believes that the under-privileged sections of 

the society can play an important and constructive role in nation building 
and vision of quality healthcare to people who cannot afford it is a crucial 

social service as no community can progress and prosper if its members are 
not healthy.  

 

We also believe that welfare is not a sole duty of the state but every human 

being can contribute to the society in his own way and in his own area of 

specialization or interest. 

Main Programmes  

Major programmes run by the trust include management of super specialty 

& quality health services; development of facilities and systems to provide 

quality education; child and youth development programmes; women’s 

empowerment; livelihood and income enhancement programmes; youth skill 

building; Water conservation; Beti Bachao – Beti Padhao, environment 

protection ; Promotion of yoga & Ayurved ; promotion of farmer's producer 



organization; strengthening community based organizations; conducting 

awareness programmes;  programmes aimed at promotion of agriculture 

and forestation etc. 

Health 

 
R R Morarka Charitable Trust believes that serving the mankind is like 

serving God. The trust lays emphasis on bringing quality healthcare services 
to the common man, especially the poor and the needy.  

The trust runs a comprehensive healthcare programme to help the poor and 
the needy people of the area through awareness generation and behavior 

change communication.  
 

• Preventive measure:-  

 
Awareness Camps: The Trust organized awareness camp at village level 

as well as center  level to aware community about the preventive measure 
of dieses like hand wash, immunization of the children, tuberculosis , 

diabetes, Malaria etc. with the help of experts, The organization organized  
different activities with different stake holders , details as below:- 

• Awareness Camp:- Organized awareness program with 212 SHG 
on completed immunization covering 2300 mother in whole Nawalgarh 

block. 
• Orientation Program:- Organization orientation program with 

elderly women of the families about the ANC ( Ante Natal Care) PNC ( 
Post Natal Care ) importance of institutional delivery, nutrition during 

pregnancy,  covered 1100 elderly women, 
• Celebration of Breast feeding week: - Breast feeding celebrated in 

the community, aware mothers on the importance of colostrums 

feeding and exclusive breast feeding, 1000 mother participated in the 
program and swear to follow the protocol.  

 
• Curative measures:- 

 
1- Eye camps:- 

 
Organized free eye checkup and correction camp with the collaboration 

of Sahai Eye Hospital and Research Center, details:- 
Total camp organized:     12 

Patient Registered:     1022 
Cataract Operation done:    160     

 
2- Free Super specialty Health Camp with the collaboration of 

Health Care Global Jaipur:- 

 
Organized free super specialty health camp with the collaboration of 

Health Care Global, Jaipur, following faculties gave their expert 
services as below- 



1- ENT Specialist 

2- Spine and Neurology expert 
3- Joint Replacement surgeon  

4-  Gynecologist   
Total 160 patients benefitted during the camp 

 
3- Free Multi Specialty health Camp with the collaboration of 

Narayana Multi Specialty Hospital Jaipur:- 
 

Organized free super specialty health camp with the collaboration of 
Health Care Global, Jaipur, following faculties gave their expert 

services as below- 
1-    ENT Specialist 

2 -  Neurology expert 
3 – Pediatrics expert  

4 -  Orthopedics  

5 -  Heart specialist  
Total 166 patients benefitted during the camp 

 
     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4- 3 days free Health camp at Baba Ramdev Mela:- 

 
Organized 3 days health camp at Baba Ramsa Peer mela at Nawalgarh 

for benefitting people who had need to medical assistance at Mela 
campus, Team of Doctor, Nursing staff and Sewajyoti Staff Continuously 

provides the serves to Melarthi for 3 days. 
Total Nos. of 422 Melarthi got benefitted during camp.   

 

 

5- 3 Days Free Health camp at Lohagarl Mela, Lohagarl:-  

 
Organized free medical checkup and Health camp for three days at 

Lohargarl for Melaarthi on the occasion of Spiritual 24 Kosiy Parikrama, 
Medicines provided to Padyaatri and total No. 389 Melaarthi got 

benefitted during 3 days camp.    
  

  
6- Yoga Training Camp: - 

 

For awareness about health and YOGA Sewajyoti organized 7 days Yoga 
Training camp with collaboration with Patanjali Yog peeth, Nawalgarh, 



Yoga session was organized every day Morning and Instructor of Yoga 

from Patanjali regularly teaches various kind of Yoga and how to improve 
life style through Yoga. 

During 7 days session 115 peoples got benefitted.  
 

   
7- Blood Donation camp: - 

 
Organized Blood donation camp at Sewajyoti Campus, Youth actively 

participated in the camp, total 723 Units of blood donated during camp 
for saving life of needy peoples from lack of blood. 

 
8- Awareness Program on Swachta:- 

 Awareness program was organized on sanitation with   2306 SHG 
 members' members on sanitation practices, use of sanitary napkin 

 during the special day and adopt hygiene practice resulting protection 

 of reproductive track infection. 
 

9- Sawachta Chetna  Rally:- 

Organized sawachta Chetna rally at Nawalgarh municipal area, 200 

participants participated in this rally along with Students,  Trust team, 

block administration, Nagarpalika staff and volunteers , messaging the 

community on sawachta, its importance and to keep the clean the city. 

400 participants participated in the program 

 

 

 

 

 

10- Divyang Sahayat Sivir 

 Sewa Jyoti organized Divyang Sahayata Siver at Sewa Jyoti campus. 

25 tricycles, 10 walkers and 5 wheel chairs distributed to the needy 

Divyangs. 
 

 
TRYCYCLE DISTRIBUTION 
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Education plays a pivotal role in any society’s progress and development. 

However, Rajasthan in general, and Shekhawati in particular, are considered 
for long to be educationally backward regions. This backwardness reflects in 

their lower figures of literacy and insufficient number of quality educational 
institutions.  

Lack of education is a serious impediment to the process of development 
and no region can dream of being prosperous and industrially developed 

unless it has an effective educational system in place. RR Morarka Charitable 
Trust is trying to help the state government and administration to develop 

necessary educational infrastructure in Jhunjhunu district and spread 

educational awareness among the people. It is encouraging meritorious 

Education 



students of the area by way of rewards, incentives and scholarships. The 

trust is also helping the poor students through its dress distribution 
campaigns and scholarship programmes.  

However, The most important initiative taken by the trust in this regard is 

the construction of a large building for the government college building in 

Jhunjhunu which has been christened as ‘Shree  Radheshyam R Morarka 

Govt PG College, Jhunjhunu’ in the fond memory of Late Sh. Radheshyam Ji 

Morarka. The trust is constantly involved in the development and growth of 

the college. Whenever required, it makes contributions of various kind for 

the development and proper upkeep of the college. Beti Bachao – Beti 

Padhao :- 

The Trust is also playing an important role to increase gender ratio, under 

this programme, The Trust generate awareness among the community about 

the importance of girl child, Govt. program to save the girl child, scheme to 

provide health services and to promote the education and scholarship 

program for girl child, Even Distt. Jhunjhunu is the most horrible child sex 

ratio, 837 girls in 1000 boys, so Sewa Jyoti started Beti Bachao-Beti Padhao 

program in this Jhunjhunu District with the collaboration of Govt. Dept. 

Sewa Jyoti   adopted girls under Beti Bachao - Beti Padhao Program, Sh. S S 

Sohata Ji, District Collector inaugurated and launched  the Beti Bachao- Beti 

Padhao program where Sewa Jyoti adopted  betis in the presence of all the 

district level officer of Jhunjhunu. Now Trust has adopted 10 betis, supported 

in education and primary health in the presence of Sh. Dinesh Kumar Yadav, 

District Collector  and District Magistrate Jhunjhunu , 

 

 

 

 

 

1- Construction of large building of Govt. College nawalgarh:- 

 

The trust has constructed the large building of Govt. College Nawalgarh, 

which has been christened as ‘Shree  Radheshyam R Morarka Govt College, 

Nawalgarh’ in the fond memory of Late Sh. Radheshyam Ji Morarka at the 

cost of Rs. 353 Lakhs. 

  

2- Scholarship program to most needy and vulnerable  college 

going girls student under Beti bachao – Beti padhao Progam :-  



Trust is providing the scholarship of Rs. 5000/ to the most needy, vulnerable  

and meritorious college going girl student from last 11 years, this year 

provided Rs. 165000/ to the 33 needy and meritorious college going girl 

students. Till now Trust distributed Rs.  15, 57,956 amount as scholarship to 

287  nos. girls' student under Beti Bachao – Beti Padhao program,  

3- RR Morarka Samriti Samaan Scholarship to topper students of 

RR Morarka Govt. PG College Jhunjhunu:  

Trust provided the scholarship of Rs. 2100/,  appreciation letter and a 

mementos  to the  topper of each classes in the Shree  Radheshyam R 

Morarka Govt. PG College Jhunjhunu   as  Shree Radheshyam R Morarka 

Samriti  Samaan  and annual Scholarship started from the start of the 

college. This year trust provided scholarship to 26 toper student Rs. 2100 

each and Rs. 5000 to one of the university topper, till date   190 topper 

students awarded with the amount of Rs.  561,200/ 

4- Toilet construction in 10 Govt. Schools of Nawalgarh Block.:-  

 The Trust has constructed toilets with water facilities in 10 Govt. 

Schools in Nawalgarh block with the cost of Rs. 10, 00,00,0/ under 

sanitation program of the trust from own funds, District level administration 

and education department appreciated  to the trust. 

5- Carrier Counseling to Girl students:- 

Career counseling classes for college going girls students on quarterly bases, 

benefitted 400 girls during the year. High level professional from different 

field of education, career professionals, RAS Officers and other experts 

participated in the program 

6- Construction of Basketball and Volleyball ground at Shree 

Radheshyam R Morarka Govt. PG College Nawalgarh:-  

The trust has constructed volleyball and Basketball at Shree Radheshyam R 

Morarka Govt. PG College Jhunjhunu at the cost of 460000/  



 
BETI BACHAO BETI PADHAO                          CARRIER COUNSILLING 

 

  
CONSTRUCTION OF SHREE RR MORARKA GOVT. COLLEGE 

 

Empowerment 

The trust has been actively working to disseminate information on issues of 

importance to the local people, including farmers and women. It also runs 
training and educational programmes to help people in developing new 

competencies and skills. Some of its initiatives are supported by government 
agencies and departments.  

The trust has been playing a constructive role in implementation of 

government schemes and programmes including formation of Self Help 

Groups (SHG), SHG Digitization, Financial Literacy Awareness Programme 

(FLAP), Water Management and conservation under Mukhaya Mantri Jal 

Swavlamban Yojna, Farmers Clubs, farmers producer organization, 

Environment Development, Micro Enterprises Development   Program  and  

benefitted the community through micro insurance schemes of  Govt. of 

India, eradication of gender discrimination through Ek Saath Campaign. 

 

1. Skill Building Program :- 



Skill building program run by Sewa Jyoti at Sewa Jyoti camps with the 

collaboration of Pramhans Educare Pvt. Ltd, supported by National Skill 

Development Council. 30 trainees trained in Sewing Machine Operator as 

well as 30 trainees trained in Retail Trainee Associates. 

2.  SHG:-  

Sewa Jyoti has adopted Self Help Groups as a appropriate peoples institution 

which provided space to the most vulnerable section of the society and take 

effective steps towards greater control on their lives in a democratic culture 

where everybody have opportunity to raise their voices. Strengthen and 

empower through financial activities like saving and credits and ultimately 

entrepreneur development.  

SHG Formed:   212 

Total members:   2306 

Total Savings:   12328000 

Team engaged    5 members 

Area covered:   Nawalgarh and Udaipurwati block of   

     Jhunjhunu District of Rajasthan  

 

3. Women empowerment through micro enterprises:- 

Women empowerment is the core objects of the trust, to focus sustainable 

development SHGs members linked with micro enterprises program as  

SHGs members already engaged in small saving and internal micro credits, 

to extend their expectations linked them with banks to fulfill the credit 

demand and extend their enterprises to enhance the income. 150 SHGs 

members started their enterprises in the field of dairy, tailoring, petty shops, 

pickle making, handicraft, etc.   

 

 

4. Awareness Generation program on micro insurance schemes of 

Govt. of India 

Sewa Jyoti organized 5awareness program with SHG members on micro 

insurance schemes run by Govt. of India, DDM NABARD and bankers 

provided their expert services in the awareness camp and provided at the 

spot  online insurances services to SHG members 250 members benefitted 

during the program 

 

5. SHG Digitization (E Shakti Program) 



Digitization brings all the SHGs on to the technology platform and into the 

fold of Financial Inclusion, thereby helping them access wider range of 

financial services. This helps bankers in client appraisal and credit 

dispensation, Jhunjhunu district is the one of the 7 districts in Rajasthan 

where pilot project launched, NABARD sanctioned the 200 SHG digitization 

project to Sewa Jyoti7 animators working in digitization  program ,  

Total SHG digitized;        208 

Total member's  information uploaded on EShakti Portal:  2266 

Monthly SHG  transaction statement provided to SHG Menbers: 208 

Period of SHG Statement:       1-4-2019 – 

           31-3-2019  

 

 

6. Farmer's Club:- 

 Agriculture is the backbone of the Indian Economy as nearly 60% of the 

population of the country depend on agriculture and contribute 23% to the 

GDP , For sustained the growth of   agriculture  there is need to improve the 

quality , improve to productivity and cut down costs by improving efficiency.  

Sewa Jyoti focused on organizing farmers through Kisan Club with the 

support of NABARD to provided  package of initiatives for transfer of 

technology , improving imputes use efficiency promoting investment in 

agriculture, orienting them to establish better relationship with banks, 

capacitated them  explore the Govt. subsidiary schemes, adoption of latest 

post-harvest handling technology, value addition, etc.  The inauguration, 

awareness and meet with experts program Interface with subject matter 

specialists in the various fields of agriculture and allied activities etc., 

extension personnel of Agriculture Universities, Development Departments 

and other related agencies for technical knowhow up gradation.  

Sewa Jyoti formed 5 Farmers Club, details as below: 

1 Ramsapeer Kisan Club, Neem ke Dhani, Jhajhar Members-  35 

2 Balwantpura Kisan Club, balawantpura   Members-  45 

3 Veer Teja Kisan Club , Nehro Ke Dhani, Kolsiya Members-  45 

4 Heeramal Kisan Club, Charchara Ke Dhani,   Members-  30 

5 Janani Kisan Club, Mohabatsar,    Members-  50 

 

7. CAT Visit ( farmers Exposure Visit): 



Capacity building of farmers through adoption of technology, main objective 

of this training is to introduced the farmers through exposure visit of farmers 

to prominent research institutes , who invent the new technologies  in the 

field of agriculture and allied activities. two CAT visit organized with farmers 

, details as below:- 

 

Interstate Farmers Exposure visit:-  A interstate farmers exposure visit  

was organized with 20 farmers at following  research institute- Buffalo 

Research Center Hisar,  Agriculture University Hisar, NDRI Karnal, Wheat 

Research Center Karnal & IARI PUSA , New Delhi  

 

Intra State Farmers Exposure visit :-  A interstate farmers exposure visit  

was organized with 20 farmers at following  research institute-   KVK Durga 

pura, ICAR Central Sheep and Wool Research Institute Avikanagar,   Central 

Institute for research on Goat CIRG , Tonk, Ajmer, KVK Udaipur 

 

8. Farmer's Producer Organization:-  

Sewa Jyoti is carry forward   the initiative of Hon'ble Prime Minister with the 

support of NABARD, It (FPO) is one of the important initiatives taken by the 

Department of Agriculture and Cooperation of the Ministry of Agriculture to 

mainstream the idea of promoting and strengthening member-based 

institutions of farmers. 

Farmers, who are the producers of agricultural products, can form groups 

and register themselves under the Indian Companies Act. These can be 

created both at State, cluster, and village levels. It is aimed at engaging the 

farmer companies to procure agricultural products and sell them. 

Supply of inputs such as agriculture product, dairy products,  seed, fertilizer 

and machinery, market linkages, training & networking and financial and 

technical advice are also among the major activities of FPO. The Small 

Farmers’ Agribusiness Consortium (SFAC) has been nominated as a central 

procurement agency to undertake price support operations under Minimum 

Support Price (MSP) for pulses and oilseeds through the FPO’s. 

 

FPO Name: -   SIROMANI MILK PRODUCER COMPANY Ltd 

     Pujari Ke Dhani, Block- Nawalgarh , Raj. 

CIN No.    U01114RJ2016PTC055616 

Registration Date   29-7-2016 under Company Act 

Total shareholders  252 

Turnover FY 2018-19  Rs. 2481170/ 

Business    Milk aggregation and cattle feed  

9. Share certificate distribution program of Siromani Milk 

Producer Company Ltd  



Share certificate distribution program was organized by Sewa Jyoti chaired 

by Sh. Dinesh Yadav , District Collector and District magistrate , 252 share 

certificate distributed by the Chief Guest and praised the lot to efforts done 

by Sewa Jyoti and NABARD  

 

10. Investor Education program by National Commodity and 

derivatives Exchange Ltd. 

Sewa Jyoti organized a education program for FPO to deal with commodities 

to expand their online advance business with the collaboration of National 

Commodity and derivatives Exchange Ltd. 5 FPOs , 25 Board of directors, 5 

CEOs participated in the program and listed with NCDEX. 

 

 

11. District level workshop of Board of Directors and CEOs of 

existing FPOs by NABARD. 

Sewa Jyoti organized district level workshop on quality improvement of FPOs 

with the collaboration of NABARD, Dy. General Manager NABARD address 

and oriented the Board of Directors and CEOs, 30 participants participated in 

the program. 

  

12. Farmers awareness program for  new FPO formation: 

Farmers awareness program was organized by Sewa Jyoti at Dhigal village 

chaired by Sh. Dinesh Yadav, District Collector and District Magistrate 

Jhunjhunu on importance of Farmer producer Organization.  

 

 

13. Environment  Development (Tree plantation):-  

Major focus on environment, trust organized tree plantation program at 

Shree Radheshyam R Morarka Bus terminal Nawalgarh and Govt. College 

nawalgarh  and planted 1000  plants with proper protection and care, 

deputed gardener  to take care and protection of these plants. 

14. Training on Gram Panchayat Development plan (GPDP) :-   

Organized 3 days training program on Gram Panchayat Development plan, 

inauguration (GPDP) by Block Development Officer Nawalgarh 75 Village 

development Officers, Sarpanch  , resulting village Development Officer and 

Sarpanch  know about the preparation of quality Gram Panchayat 

Development Plan 

15. Vidhik Chetna Sivir:- 

Sewa Jyoti organized Vidhik Chetna Sivir with the collaboration of Zila Vidhik 

Samiti and district administration ,  chaired by Hon'ble Judge, Rajasthan 



High Court, District Judge , DM, SP and all the Judges of district level officers 

participated in the program, around 2000 people participated in the 

program, all the district and block level department presented in their stalls 

and solve the proble of common people problems at the spot, Social Justice 

and Empowerment department distributed 50 tricycles, 25 Baishakhis, 10 

hearing aid, walkers and sticks. 

16. Voter Awareness Program:- 

Sewa Jyoti organized voters awareness program through tricycle rally and 

voter Barat to aware the community  to ensure 100% voting, Block 

administration also participated in the program, SDM Nawalgarh flag off the 

rally and Voter Barat.  

  

 
NCDEX with FPO WORKSHOP                   FPO SHARE CERTIFICATE DISTRIBUTION 

 

 
CGM VISIT @ FPO                                 DM @ PROPOSED FPO INAUGURATION  

 



 
GPDP WORKSHOP                                DM GIFTED PLANTS  

 

 
FARMERS CLUB MEETING                      CAT VISIT 

 

 
IARI NEW DELHI VIST                          E SHAKTI REVIEW MEET 

 



 
SHG LEADERS TRAINING                       CGM @ CREDIT MELA 

 

 

 
SHG AWARENESS                               SHG MEETINGS 

 

  

VOTER AWARENESS RALLY               DIVYAANG AWARENESS RALLY                             

 

RR Morarka Charitable Trust has won Awards so far:- 

➢ The Managing Trustee, Sh. Gautam R. Morarka was conferred with the 

Bhamashah Award by the government of Rajasthan four times in 



2006, 2011 and 2016 , 2018 and 2019 for excellent contribution to the 

cause of education in Rajasthan.  

➢ Managing Trustee , Sh. Gautam R Morarka was conferred  5th time  

with prestigious  State level Siksha Vibhushan Bhamasah Award in 

2019  for extra ordinary contribution in the field of Higher Education,    

➢ The Managing Trustee Sh. Gautam R Morarka was conferred with the 

prestigious Swami Krishnanand Saraswati Award on 13th January, 

2012, for social service.  

➢ Smt. Samriti Morarka, Managing Trust , RR Morarka Charitable trust 

was conferred with prestigious Nari Shakti Award in 2019 by Hon'ble 

President of India. 

➢ Sh. Gautam Morarka was chosen for the prestigious Indira Gandhi 

Sadbhavana Award for his contribution to social development, peace 

and harmony.  

➢ R R Morarka Charitable Trust  was awarded by the district 

administration for contribution to girl education in 2014.  

➢ R R Morarka Charitable Trust  was awarded by the district 

administration for contribution to Free Health Check-up camps at 

District level on January 26th,   2016 and  15th Aug.  2019 for 

excellent contribution in the field of Education,  

➢ R R Morarka Charitable Trust  awarded by Block Administration from 

2013 onward regularly on his extra ordinary contribution in the field of 

Education, social development, health and skill building among youths. 

➢ The organization was felicitated by district level award for its 

contribution in the campaign to make Jhunjhunu district tobacco free.  

➢ Shri Krishan Kisan Club, Birol, formed by RR Morarka Charitable Trust, 

received the 1st prize during state level award function for Kisan 

Clubs.  

➢ Shekhawati Kisan Club, Durjanpura, formed by RR Morarka Charitable 

Trust, received the 3rd prize during state level award function for 

Kisan Clubs. 

➢ R R Morarka Charitable Trust  , along with two other organisations 

including CRI pumps and Agriculture Times organized an award 

function for farmers. 20 farmers were awarded for best performance 

and use of innovative methods of agriculture. 

➢ RR Morarka Charitable Trust  conferred  with  State level award by 

National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development ( NABARD) on 

extra ordinary contribution in the field of Women empowerment (Self 

Help Group Formation and Digitization)  

➢ Vaibhav Laxmi Sewa Jyoti Self Help Group facilitated by RR Morarka 

Charitable Trust  conferred by state level award by National Bank for 

Agriculture and Rural Development for their sustainability  of Self Help 

Group. 
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